The Peters-Belson method has been used as an alternative approach to standard linear regression analysis to examine potential wage discrimination as it also accounts for any differences in the qualifications of the applicants. To apply the Peters-Belson method, one first conducts a regression analysis on the favoured class and applies the resulting model to the non-favoured class to identify whether this class would have received a different rate of pay if they had been treated the same as their favoured counterparts. Since this method was recently extended to explore disparities in the personnel selections via logistic regression, we will examine the general properties of this method as compared to standard regression analysis. The effects of the demographic mix and size of the applicant pool, the difference in the distribution of the qualifications and the employer's evaluation criteria on the estimated disparity will be examined. Some of the philosophical and legal issues from selected court cases surrounding the use of these two techniques will also be discussed.
Introduction
As noted by Campbell (1984) , discrimination law relies heavily upon the use of statistics in personnel decision processes, and recent advances in statistical computing have enabled statisticians to evaluate more complex types of personnel actions. With these developments, this paper takes a fresh look at the evaluation of a personnel selection program (including hiring, promotions, terminations or any similar selection process) via two statistical regression methods. To begin such investigations, one may simply compare the selection rate for the favoured group (e.g. males or non-minorities) to the selection rate for the non-favoured group (e.g. females or minorities). If these two rates differ substantially as assessed by a statistical test of significance to the degree of two or more standard 96 M. D. SINCLAIR AND Q. PAN deviations, one may infer that discrimination has occurred to warrant further investigation. 1 Since in many cases, a selection process involves the evaluation of the applicant's qualifications relative to the qualifications of others, these additional analyses may involve the use of a logistic regression analysis to account for applicant differences on relevant factors such as their education level, experience and performance rating. 2 We will discuss two methods for conducting a logistic regression analysis corresponding to the work of Nayak & Gastwirth (1997) . The first and more traditional approach is to conduct the regression analysis by including both the non-favoured and the favoured applicants in a single analysis that includes the applicant's qualifications and a factor that indicates the person's race, ethnicity, gender, age range, veterans' status or disability status, etc., based on the type of discrimination to be examined. Under this approach, the regression coefficient that is associated with the applicant's non-favoured class status indicates the degree to which this status influenced the selection decision accounting for the qualifications of the applicants. If this coefficient is found to be statistically significant from zero, this provides statistical evidence of potential discrimination by the employer. With additional analyses (to be discussed), one will estimate the expected number of non-favoured members who would have been selected in the absence of discrimination that is compared to the actual number of selections resulting in the shortfall from the potential discrimination.
The second approach, the Peters-Belson (P-B) method (see Peters, 1941; Belson, 1956) , has a variety of potential advantages over the standard technique. In this method, one begins by preparing a logistic regression analysis on the favoured class members to predict their selection status. The prediction equation estimated from the favoured class data is then applied to the non-favoured members to obtain their probability of being selected had they been treated as the favoured class members. Finally, these results are used to obtain the expected number of non-favoured selections and the resulting shortfall. This two-step process enables the analyst to account for any differences in how the qualifications might be evaluated between the two classes. For example, an employer could require a high-school degree or at least 1 year of experience for the non-favoured class, but not for the favoured class to make it harder for the non-favoured class member to be selected. The standard regression approach would not fully account for this situation as the impact of the qualifications on the selection process is measured across all applicants, rather than separately for the favoured class. Second, the P-B method may provide a better estimate of the statistical precision in the shortfall in certain situations. In particular, in the standard regression analysis, the statistical precision associated with the coefficient estimate for the non-favoured class membership, and ultimately the shortfall value, is driven by the smaller of two counts of applicants in the favoured and non-favoured classes (and by the rates of selection-see footnote 8). In contrast, the precision in the shortfall of the P-B method is based primarily on the number of applicants in the favoured class (as it drives the precision in the first regression) which typically is the larger of the two classes (the non-favoured class may be defined as the minority population).
Until recently, the application of the P-B method in the context of a hiring investigation via a logistic regression posed challenges for practitioners due to the complexity of the computational procedures to measure the statistical significance of the shortfall. Cochran & Rubin (1973) discussed 1 See Meier & Zabell (1984) , Gastwirth (1988) and Connecticut v. Teal 102 S. Ct 2525 at 2529 n. 4 (1982) . 2 For simplicity of discussion, we will consider the use of a logistic regression analysis to predict a final outcome, whether a person was selected among a pool of initial applicants who meet a specified criterion. We realize that multiple stages may occur in a selection program and that the number of applicants who are considered in each stage of the selection may change. For the use of logistic regression to evaluate such a binary outcome, see Hosmer & Lemeshow (1989) . the P-B method for linear regression, and similar applications for studying wage differentials are discussed in Blinder (1973) and Oaxaca (1973) . In a recent paper by Greiner (2008) , the P-B method is described as 'a useful refinement of the regression technique' for studying salary disparities between males and females. Gastwirth & Greenhouse (1995) introduced a computational approach in 1995 for applying the P-B method in a logistic regression framework. This procedure was extended to generalized linear models by Nayak & Gastwirth (1997) . These later approaches based on large sample theory make use of a Taylor series approximation to the statistical precision in the shortfall estimates. These formulas are complex and may not be easy to implement directly in standard statistical software packages or by non-statisticians. Fortunately, advances have occurred to make user-friendly resampling-based variance estimation procedures readily available to simplify the application of the P-B method which we applied in our evaluation. Specifically, in a paper by Graubard et al. (2005) and Rao et al. (2004) the P-B method was applied to measure health care issues using a jackknife variance replication procedure 3 which we applied along with the Taylor series approximation for this study.
In light of enhanced ability to apply the P-B method, we explore the statistical properties of the method relative to the standard regression approach for identifying a potential personnel selection disparity. For this purpose, we conducted a targeted simulation study to compare the differences in the properties of the estimates under various situations. We explore how the proportion of favoured status in the applicant pool, the qualifications of the favoured and non-favoured applicants and whether the employer applied a uniform treatment of the qualifications in making the selections affect the estimated shortfalls and their associated statistical significance levels. Section 2 provides the statistical background on these and other methods for a selection process. Section 3 illustrates the use of the P-B method using data from the Harris Trust and Savings Bank case. 4 Section 4 outlines the simulation set-up and the computational methods for the comparative estimates. Section 5 presents the simulation results and the key properties of the two analytical approaches. To provide some information on the non-statistical issues with these approaches, a limited review of the recent related casework and literature is presented in Section 6.
An overview of common statistical techniques for measuring hiring disparities
We begin by presenting the mathematical framework associated with classification of the applicants for a job position into four categories based on their favoured status and whether they were selected (hired or offered a position, depending on how this is defined) as summarized in a 2 × 2 table given in Fig. 1 . We will use n i j to denote the frequency of cases of favoured status i, i = 1 for favoured and i = 2 for non-favoured, and the selection status j, j = 1 for selected and j = 2 for not selected by n ij . With this notation, the selection rate for the favoured and non-favoured classes becomes p 1 = n 11 /n 1• and p 2 = n 21 /n 2• , respectively, where n represents the total number of applicants and n 1• and n 2• are the corresponding total number of favoured and non-favoured applicants. Likewise, the rate of favoured and non-favoured applicants is n 1• /n and n 2• /n, and the overall selection rate is p = n •1 /n.
When a difference in the selection rates, p 1 − p 2 , is observed between the two classes of employee candidates, one will determine whether the difference is statistically significant, meaning that the result would not be expected to be due to the chance processes underlying the collection of the information and the selection decisions. In conjunction, one evaluates measures the selection 'shortfall' in the absence of discrimination for the non-favoured class that reflects the difference between the expected number of non-favoured class selections, given by E 11 = p × n 1• , and the actual number of selections, n 11 . For example, suppose the overall selection rate is 0.25 (25%) and the number of non-favoured applicants n 1• is 100. In that case, the expected number of non-favoured applicants to be selected is 0.25× 100 or 25. If the actual number of selections is 20, the shortfall (25 − 20) becomes 5. 5 Numerous authors have explored the standard statistical tests for this assessment and a recent article for federal judges by Reagan (2002) provides an overview of the typical methods to which we will only survey briefly. When the applicant pool is sufficiently large to justify the use of a normal distribution approximation for the assessment of the statistical significance in the findings, two statistical tests typically are used. The first we refer to as the two independent sample binomial Z -test, which was applied in Connecticut v. Teal. 6 Government agencies such as the Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs may use this test as part of an impact ratio assessment (IRA), 7 where the impact ratio is calculated by the ratio of the non-favoured selection rate to the favoured selection rate, IR = p 2 / p 1 . This test also produces the same result as the hypergeometric Z -test (see Gastwirth, 1988) . Both the two-sample binomial Z -test and the hypergeometric Z -test assume that the number, or rate, of favoured and non-favoured applicants is known or likewise that the applicant pool is fully observed. When the favoured and non-favoured status is not fully observed, as in the situation for which only the data for a random sample of the applicants are available, or when one is comparing the rate of incumbents or selections to an external benchmark, one may use a one-sample binomial Z -test discussed in Hazelwood. 8 5 We note that this method for computing the shortfall does not produce a remedy that yields a proportional representation of selections as the excess number of favoured class selections typically would not be terminated. For example, suppose the applicant pool contains an equal mix (50/50%) of favoured and non-favoured members, if the employer intends to select 100 applicants and selects 60 favoured and 40 non-favoured applicants, the shortfall becomes a value of 10 for the non-favoured class (50 expected versus 40 actual) which under this remedy will result in a final unbalanced selection of 60 favoured and 50 non-favoured. For further discussion on this issue, see Gastwirth & Greenhouse (1995) . 6 In Connecticut v. Teal the court examined whether whites had a significant higher passing rate than African Americans on an employment test, via a two-sample binomial model. Under this model, the test statistic becomes the difference in the observed proportions p 1 − p 2 which is assumed to be approximately normal and subject to random fluctuation. Then it is divided by an appropriate standard error SE = p(1 − p)(1/n 1• + 1/n 2• ), where p is the overall hiring rate and the n 1• and n 2• . represent the number of favoured and non-favoured class members in the applicant pool. Note here that the SE may be driven by the smaller of the two class counts if these counts are not similar in value.
7 See supra n. 8 See supra n. In the single-sample binomial T -test, one divides the difference in the expected number of non-favoured selections, equal to p × n 1• , and the actual number of selections, n 11 , which we define as the shortfall, by the standard error which becomes SE = √ np(1 − p). In this test, p is the proportion of non-favoured applicants in the external benchmark and n represents the number of selections.
In the discrimination literature, the test statistic when evaluated using a normal distribution and using a two-tailed alternative 9 is often referred to as the 'number of standard deviations' associated with the level of the potential discrimination. As such, a value of two or more reflects a p-value no larger than 0.05 (5%) to be considered sufficient to infer potential discrimination. 10 Based on this background, we will present our findings in this paper based on how the different analytical methods impact the estimated (1) shortfall and (2) number of standard deviations. The authors note that with smaller applicant pools or selections, one may consider the Fisher's exact test also discussed by Reagan (2002) . 11 The aforementioned tests measure the level of discrimination relying on several assumptions. In particular, these tests assume that the applicants for the position are similarly qualified for the position in question. 12 In reality, each applicant may have a different background to make some more suitable or desirable for selection. For example, if the job required the use of power tools, prior experience with power tools or specific power tools might be preferred and could be measured from the applicant's employment history. A logistic regression analysis is well suited to measure the value of such quantifiable traits on the hiring process.
Following Gastwirth & Greenhouse (1995) a logistic regression for evaluating a binary outcome such as whether the employee was promoted, or in our focus selected, one prepares a database of the applicants for the position. 13 For each applicant, we know whether they were selected (yes = 1, no = 0) and applicant qualifications that potentially were used in the selection process including the applicant's race, ethnicity, gender, age, disability and other traits which might have an impact on the selection process. These factors may be binary in nature as to whether the applicant has a driver's license or a certification or they may be continuous factors such as years of power tool experience.
In fitting such a logistic model, we use p to denote the probability of being selected and X k , where k indexes a set of explanatory factors (k = 1, 2, . . . , m). A logistic regression models the logit of the probability of being selected, equal to the log odds of p, as a linear function of the explanatory factors along with an initial intercept term that reflects the baseline probability of having the outcome. In our example, suppose we let X 1 denote who has non-favoured status (female) and X 2 to indicate how many years of experience with power tools each applicant has. We estimate the model 9 See Federal Judicial Center, Reference Manual on Scientific Evidence (2000) for discussion and other references on the significance level of the tests, one-versus two-tailed tests, and their use in discrimination cases at http://www.fjc.gov/public/pdf.nsf/lookup/sciman00.pdf/$file/sciman00.
10 See supra n. 9. On page 124, the reference manual briefly discusses Castaneda v. Partida 430 US 482 496 n. 17 (1977) and the Hazelwood School District v. United States, 433 U.S. 299 n. 17 (1977) cases, stating 'the Courts described the null hypothesis as "suspect to a social scientist" when a statistic from "large samples" falls more than "two or three standard deviations" from its expected value under the null hypothesis'. Although the court did not state explicitly, these differences produce a p-value of about 0.05 and 0.01 when the test statistic is normally distributed. The court's 'standard deviation' is our 'standard error'. The use of a significance level of 0.05 and the two-standard-deviation rule is also discussed by many including Kaye (1986) .
11 Also see Fisher (1935) and Hollander & Wofle (1999) . 12 Investigators may remove applicants who do not meet the minimum or basic qualifications prior to conducting the analyses to help support this assumption. Then the issue is whether the applicants are similarly qualified on the preferred (non-essential) qualification factors.
13 Applicants may apply for more than one position, they may apply multiple times over a period for a continually open position and they may be considered for positions other than the one for which they apply; along with other factors that may impact their opportunities to be selected, however, for simplicity, we review the situation in which we have a single pool of unique applicants for a single position that were all considered at the same point in time. 
In this model, the coefficient associated with each factor β k , k = 1, 2, represents the strength of the effect of the factor on the outcome in light of the influence of the other factors. Likewise for each coefficient, software packages carry out a statistical significance test that reports a test statistic and a p-value associated with the level of the female disparity or years of experience with power tools. Unfortunately, the interpretation of the gender factor coefficient is not directly intuitive and analysts may convert this value to an odds ratio (see Gastwirth, 1988) which reflects the ratio of the odds of hiring a female relative to that for a male, taking into account their power tool experience, which in this example is e β1 = e −1.21 = 0.298 (29.8%). Obtaining the shortfall in this example requires additional computations which typically involve fitting the model without the gender coefficient and then summing from this model the predicted probabilities of being selected for the females (the expected value in the absence of discrimination), which is compared to the actual number of selections. The P-B method relies on the same logistic regression framework, but the analysis is built up in stages. First the model in (1) is applied to the favoured male population and does not include gender coefficient. The fitted model is then applied to the female data to obtain predicted probabilities of being selected, which sum to an estimate of the number of female selections that should have been selected if they were treated identically to the similarly qualified males in the selection process. This aspect has some advantages and disadvantages as will be seen.
First, with a simple application of the P-B method one does not have a direct estimate of the statistical significance of the shortfall as the gender effect is not measured in the regression analysis as in the standard approach. In addition, the statistical precision shifts from a process that measures the variation in the non-favoured effect across all the applicants to one that must account for the staged estimation process for which there is uncertainty in estimating the model for the males and uncertainty in applying this model to the females. The jackknife approach provides an intuitive method for measuring these uncertainties as one simply deletes one or more observations in a sequential process, conducts the analyses in absence of these applicants and then repeats this process over and over until all the observations have been deleted once. As such, one ends up with a set of different estimates that reflect the variability in the data and the estimation procedures.
Second, in measuring the shortfall, one must bear in mind that the favoured class in the presence of discrimination were selected presumably, to be discussed in Section 4, at higher rate than what would have occurred in the absence of discrimination ( p 1 > p). As such the favoured class model when applied to the non-favoured class estimates how many non-favoured applicants would have been selected had they been treated the same, which includes selecting them at the same rate. Therefore, if the shortfall is measured based on the favoured hiring rate, p 1 , via the P-B approach, rather than the overall hiring rate, p, it will produce a higher shortfall. Thus, one needs to use the average of the selection probabilities across both classes to determine the expected number of selection and then to subtract from the result the actual number of selections to produce the shortfall.
Third, any method of regression analyses for a selection review will produce different levels of statistical significance based on the profile of the applicants. Since the P-B method builds the first model from only the favoured applicants, one might expect that it will produce a lower level of statistical significance than the standard approach which uses all the applicants in the study. However, when the number of non-favoured selections or applicants becomes small, the standard approach has a greater difficulty measuring the non-favoured class effect, thus the P-B method should yield a similar or higher degree of statistical significance (all other factors held constant). Likewise, if the favoured class were small, we expected the P-B method to reduce the level of statistical precision so that a disparity might go unnoticed. Our study examines whether these statements are true and the degree to which the size of the applicant pool and the selections by favoured status impact the results under each method.
While the choice of statistical significance level is an obvious consideration for the practitioner, there are other analytical concerns with both approaches. With the use of the standard regression, the estimate of the effect of the potential selection factors (e.g. power tool experience) is measured essentially by taking a weighted average of their influence on the selection of the favoured and nonfavoured classes separately. In conjunction, a standard regression analysis measures the gender effect considering that the explanatory factors had the same impact on both groups. Hence, if power tool experience was required for the women, but not the men, the standard approach will attribute some relevance to this factor in evaluating how many women should have been selected, which depending on whether the women have more or less of such experience relative to men will increase or decrease the disparity. In contrast, the P-B method in this situation would find from the men that this factor was not influential, and it will attribute little or no value to it in determining how many females should have been selected. While there is some philosophical debate on this issue (see Section 6), at least one should be aware of these differences in the two applications. On a related matter, care must be exercised in the use of certain factors when the potential exists for the factor to be influenced by a discriminatory process or for which the factor has no legitimate bearing on the selection, but is correlated with non-favoured status (e.g. depending on the situation a factor such as whether the person was on family leave could fall into this category). For the latter issue, with the use of the standard approach such a factor may absorb some of the measured effect of the non-favoured class factor which the P-B approach would avoid as noted by Baldus & Cole (1980) . Furthermore, we assume that the explanatory factors have a similar distribution of values among both classes. For example, if the males all have between 10 and 20 years of experience but the females only have between 1 and 5 years of experience, the male model will not be able to measure the impact of fewer years of experience on the selection process. This may not be a problem in all cases but definitely warrants further consideration when applying these methods.
Case study
This section illustrates the application of the P-B method in logistic regression to data from the U.S. Department of Labor v. Harris Trust and Savings Bank. 14 In this case, the administrative law judge ruled the bank had discriminated in setting the wages by gender. This data set provided salaries and related qualifications for 93 employees of which 61 were women. For our application, the wage data were converted to a binary outcome by creating a dependent variable that received a value of 1 for all employees who had a salary at or over the median salary value of $5400 and a value of 0 for those below the median salary. A total of 53 employees, 23 of whom were women, had salaries over the median value. As such, the rate of males/females making over the median salary was 84.3%/42.6%. The IRA method yields a female shortfall of 8.7 (meaning that about 32 females would have been expected to be above the median salary level based on the proportion of male and female employees) and a standard deviation of 3.86 15 for the test statistic for the difference in the proportions.
Since the IRA does not account for differences in the employee's qualifications that might impact their pay level, we began by conducting a standard logistic regression analysis. To predict the salary, the data set provided information on the employee's number of years of education, the number of years of service and the number of years of prior related experience. Using these factors in addition to a female gender indicator, a standard logistic regression analysis reduced the standard deviations slightly to 3.38 as shown in Tables 1 and 4 to indicate for the most part that these factors did little to explain the differential levels of pay between the men and women at the bank. A companion logistic regression analysis without the gender factor predicted the number of males and females who would be expected to receive salaries at or above the median based on these pay factors in the absence of any potential pay discrimination. This second logistic regression analysis produced a shortfall of 6.7 16 (see Table 4 ) that was also slightly lower than that obtained by the simple IRA given that the females have on average a lower level of education as shown in Table 5 .
To apply the P-B method, we prepared a separate analysis on the male employees and then applied the model to the females. To gauge the statistical significance of the shortfall, we used a delete-one-observation jackknife resampling method discussed earlier. The results of the logistic regression for the male-only population are presented in Table 2 ; for comparative purposes, we also prepared a logistic regression analysis limited to the females as shown in Table 3 .
Two facts in this case are quite noteworthy. First, since the data set is relatively small, we only have 32 males in the favoured group from which to measure the impact of the pay factors on their pay level. Hence, we anticipated that the P-B method would yield a less significant result than that obtained from a standard blended gender analysis. Second, the results in Tables 2 and 3 demonstrate that the pay factors appear to have the same effect on being at or above the median salary value across gender. 17 Therefore, we would also expect the estimated shortfall to be about the same with either regression method. The P-B (see Table 4 ) yields a female shortfall of 7.7 but as expected the number of standard deviations drops to 1.29. We note that the female shortfall appears to be slightly higher with the P-B method compared to the standard blended gender analysis. Given that years of education plays a lesser role in determining the pay of men, it attenuates the impact that females have a lower number of years of education on average.
The facts and results in this example highlight a key issue with the application of the P-B method to this context. As noted earlier, the ability of the P-B method to provide a reliable estimate of the disparity depends on having a sufficient number of favoured observations to measure the relationships between the independent variables and binary outcomes accurately. In this example, the favoured 15 See supra n. 6 with p 2 − p 1 = 0.843 − 0.426 = 0.417 and
. 16 Not shown, to compute this value we prepare the model in Table 1 without the gender coefficient and sum the predicted probabilities of being given a salary over the median for the females and subtract from that total the actual number of females making over the median salary which yields a value of 6.7. 17 Comparing Tables 2 and 3 shows that the influence of years of education and months since hire do not have the same effect on the males and females and both factors have a greater influence on the females as noted by the differences in the odds ratios, although these differences are not statistically significant. class represents the 'minority' group among the employees. That suggests that one might be able to improve the application by building the first regression model on the non-favoured class, if it is the larger of the two classes, and then applying it to the favoured class (referred to a reversed application) to increase the statistical precision. In this way, the process presumably would estimate how many fewer favoured applicants should have received salaries over the median had they been treated like the non-favoured class (using a similar method of adjustment to measure the shortfall from the overall rate). While this may make sense in theory, and may be appropriate for other situations, a reverse strategy as discussed probably will only be appropriate in those situations for which the P-B method offers limited utility in the first place.
To see this, consider that if the non-favoured class is truly discriminated against in some manner, they will be selected at a lower rate than is expected based on an underlying bias and/or in many situations the more stringent use of the selection criteria. One can also argue that the favoured class may receive preferential treatment as discussed in Section 6, but for simplicity here we will assume that the favoured class is treated as would be expected normally and that non-favoured class receives some more restrictive form of selection. Now in that context we need to be able to measure how the non-favoured class would have been treated in the absence of discrimination. Unfortunately, this cannot be measured appropriately from initially modelling the non-favoured selection process. As an example, suppose that discrimination has occurred and that the following three conditions exist: (1) the non-favoured candidates have a lower rate of a qualification, (2) this qualification has no impact on the selection of the favoured candidates, but (3) members of the non-favoured class typically are only selected if they possess it, reflecting that they are held to a higher standard. Such might be the case if the men are not required to demonstrate that they have worked in a physically demanding environment in the past, but for the women to be selected they must demonstrate that they have prior employment in similar conditions. In this hypothetical example, the fact that the females have less of this qualification should have no impact on the assessment as it was not a factor in the selection of the favoured group. However, if a reverse strategy is adopted, the initial non-favoured class model will identify a benefit to having the qualification, and given that the favoured class has a higher rate of this qualification, this will increase the predicted number of favoured class members who should have been selected to potentially explain/eliminate the concern. On the other hand, if the qualification either has no impact on both classes or impacts both classes in the same way, the class-specific models will yield similar results to a standard blended analysis, which would in many cases negate the utility of the P-B methodology. 18 In Harris Bank, given that the pay factors do not appear to be applied in some discriminatory manner, the P-B method will basically build a model that is identical to the standard regression analyses using either class initially as the founding analysis. In this example, a reverse application of the P-B method yields a shortfall of −7.43 for men at −1.95 standard deviations, presenting a greater degree of precision given that the initial model is based on 61 females rather than 32 male employees. However, given the small number of observations involved, even the reverse method does not have the same degree of statistical power as the standard regression approach, and in the absence of any differential treatment, the use of the qualifications makes the standard analysis the preferred choice, at least from a statistical precision standpoint.
Simulation methods for comparing the properties of the P-B method to standard logistic regression methods
For our analyses, we sought to evaluate the statistical properties of a standard regression and the P-B approach under a set of simulated case studies which varied on three elements we considered to be of primary importance:
1. The percentage or size of the applicant pool in non-favoured group. 2. The relative level of the qualifications among the favoured and non-favoured applicants. 3. Whether equal or uniform consideration was given to the favoured and non-favoured classes with regard to their qualifications.
As indicated, we suspected the size of the applicant pool from each class, and likewise the number of selections from each class would impact whether the standard regression or the P-B approach would yield a higher or lower level of statistical significance. Second, we want to set the stage by determining how the shortfall as measured through a basic statistical test that did not consider the applicant's qualifications would change under a regression approach when the non-favoured class was more qualified, equally qualified or less qualified. With that in place, we could then see if these shortfall changes considering the qualifications differ under the two methods. Lastly, given that the P-B method is designed to account for a lack of uniformity in consideration of the qualification factors, we wanted to see how the results would differ when the non-favoured class was required to have a higher set of credentials.
The goal in this study was to evaluate the statistical properties of the methods when both were applied to a common data set, by using different common data sets with various properties in terms of the above three elements. As such, the analysis began by building an applicant pool for each case study. For all case studies, we decided to use a base applicant pool of 1500 as this would be of sufficient size to measure meaningful statistical differences in the shortfall values. Since our goal was to measure the relative differences in the precision of the two methods, and since the overall applicant pool size should affect both methods to the same degree, the choice did not appear to be critical. The reader should bear in mind that the number of standard deviations in these scenarios would be higher or lower in proportion to an increase or decrease in the size of the applicant pool reviewed.
With the size of the overall pool determined, for each we assigned a set of number of the applicants to be of favoured and non-favoured status and to have a combination of qualification values. Under this approach, the number or rate of applicants with a certain mix of traits is predetermined for each case study. This ensures that the two methods are evaluated on a common pool for each case study and that the results across different pools are based solely on the differences in the applicants' profile and the employer's selection process rather than differences in how the data were generated. 19 19 Note that we considered simulating multiple applicant pools for each case study so that individual applicants received a randomly generated value for their qualifications based on an assumed distribution which across the simulated pools would average to the desired case study profiles. We felt that such an approach did not add value to our assessment as the context of our evaluation is somewhat different. In particular, generating random sets of person lists would be typical in the evaluation of an estimation procedure when it is applied to a sample of large population, as the estimates are subject to sampling error which Each set of applicants with a designated mix of qualifications received a common corresponding selection weight to parallel the effects of these traits in an actual selection process. In this approach, a set of applicants with higher levels of qualifications receive a higher weight. To simulate the hiring process from each pool, we used a method akin to probability-proportionate-to-size sampling (see Kish, 1965) . Under this method, applicants with a higher selection weight (e.g. better qualifications) have a higher probability of being selected. For our study, we set the number of selections among the 1500 applicants to 300 and divided these selections between the non-favoured and favoured classes based on the prevalence of the non-favoured class and a preset baseline shortfall between them. We assigned the non-favoured class a shortfall of 50 in absence of the consideration of the applicant's qualifications. 20 As such, this introduced a potential baseline discrimination disparity of 50, for the non-favoured class, which the regression methods would measure to be higher or lower based on the applicant's qualifications in each class. Given that the selection process is based on a random selection of the applicant pool, we selected 30 independent samples from each pool so that our evaluation would reflect the variation in the selection process and we report the average of our results across these pools. 21 We now turn to the creation of the specific case study applicant pools and the preparation of the selection weights. We developed 15 different applicant pools corresponding to the combination of five different prevalence rates for the non-favoured class at 0.25, 0.40, 0.50, 0.60 and 0.75, and three different qualification scenarios in which the non-favoured class had a higher, equal or lower level of the factor, treating a higher level as a preferred trait. In our examples, we considered two qualification factors including the education level of the applicant and their years of appropriate related prior experience. For education, we assigned applicants to one of three education levels at a specified rate depending on whether they were of a non-favoured status and whether the class was to receive lower, equal or higher levels of education attainment as shown below. We assumed for this job that a high-school degree was required.
Educational attainment levels used in the study Likewise, for prior experience, we assigned applicants to 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4 years of experience categories. We assigned persons to each of these 5-year levels in proportion to the cumulative probabilities associated with an exponential distribution with a mean of either 1 or 2 years of experience needs to be reflected in the study. In our application, the applicant pool is assumed to be fully observed, and the variation in the results we assume is confined to the selection process. Likewise the differences in the results across pools could be impacted by differences in the pools from the generation process without the use of a very large number of simulations. We realize that there are situations in which the observed applicant pool may represent a sample of an actual applicant pool or is only a subset of larger pool of interested individuals which we considered to be beyond the scope of this work. 20 This shortfall ignores the differences in the applicant's qualifications. We determined the number of non-favoured applicants to select/hire by computing the expected number of selections equal to 300 times the non-favoured prevalence rate (e.g. 0.40 or 40%), equal to 120 and then subtracted the preset shortfall of 50 (yielding 70 to select) to introduce a potential discrimination-based disparity. 21 We average the shortfall values and the standard deviations obtained from each method across the 30 samples for our findings. By selecting 30 samples from each case study, we ensured that reported findings were based on average from a range of possibilities in a chance hiring process.
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107 depending on whether the class received the higher or lower overall level of experience. When we assigned an equal level of qualifications to the favoured and non-favoured applicants, we used the lower education and years of experience profile. Ultimately, we used these probabilities to determine how many applicants would receive a given set of traits. For example, if for the case scenario we wanted a pool for which 0.50 (50%) of the applicants were non-favoured status, and for these, 0.70 (70%) were to have completed high school and 0.15 (15%) to have 1 year of prior experience, we computed how many would have this set of traits by taking 0.50 × 0.70 × 0.15, equal to 0.0525 (5.25%) × 1500 applicants, to yield a value of 78.75 (rounded to the nearest integer). In this example, we would assign 79 applicants at random in the pool of 1500 to have these three characteristics (non-favoured, completed high school and 1 year of experience).
For the selection weights, we used the form of the equation in (1) to compute for each applicant a weight akin to the probability of being selected based on their traits and a predefined relationship between education, experience and being selected. In this process, we were able to evaluate two situations for each of the 15 applicant pools based on whether the qualifications were valued uniformly by the employer for the non-favoured and favoured classes. In the uniform situation, we assigned a beta coefficient value of 0.60 for applicants with some college, a beta of 0.65 for applicants with college degree and 0.40 for each year of experience. 22 This gave a candidate with more experience or more education a higher weight to increase their chances of selection. For the non-uniform setting, we gave the non-favoured class a higher value for beta so that a more stringent selection criterion is applied to non-favoured applicants.
To summarize, the methods discussed while complex in application enabled us to prepare a set of case scenarios reflecting different applicant pool profiles. In conjunction, the selection weighting process enabled us to alter the 'weight' the employer gave to the qualifications for the favoured and non-favoured classes. The methods produced clearly defined differences in the case studies that enabled us to compare both methods across these scenarios without concern that the results were confounded by the data generation methods. In the end, we generated 15 case example applicant pools containing 1500 applicants to evaluate the effects of differences in the proportion in the applicant pool that is formed by the non-favoured class, being either the minority of the applicants or the majority, ranging from 25 to 75%, and differences in the qualification levels, equal, lower or higher for two factors education attainment and prior years of experience. From each applicant pool, we applied a random sampling approach 30 times to reflect the potential chance outcome in an actual hiring process. We set the number of selections for the non-favoured class to reflect a shortfall of 50 ignoring the differences in the applicant's qualifications to introduce a baseline level of potential discrimination. We repeated this process again changing the selection weights for the non-favoured 22 The values selected translate to an odds ratio. That is, the odds of being selected for applicants with some college are 1.8 times the odds of being selected for high-school graduates, and the odds for those with a college degree are 1.9 times the odds for high-school graduates. Each year of experience increases the odds of being selected by about 50%. In terms of the probabilities of selection, we may transform the logit using a baseline probability of selection of 0.20 (20%) to show that the 0.60 coefficient for some college status increases the probability of being selected by 7.7% above those with only high-school degree; the 0.65 coefficient on the college completion factor increases the probability of selection by 8.7% over a high-school degree and the coefficient of 0.40 increases the probability of selection by 4.9% for each additional year of experience. We selected these levels somewhat from a trial and error process to produce coefficients that would be large enough to be statistically significant and influential in the selection process. The choice of these factor values should not be highly critical for evaluating the properties of the two. One should also bear in mind that these were used as sampling weights and the actual probability of selection not only depends on these weights but also is constrained by the number of persons to be selected in each class that we specified (totaling to 300 or 20%).
class so that a higher degree of education or experience was required to raise the selection weight value relative to the favoured class to examine the methods when the employer uses a stricter or non-uniform standard of selection on the non-favoured class. The values chosen reflect only a few of a potentially infinite number of scenarios one could study; however, they represent a reasonable set of relationships and situations to compare the general properties of the two approaches for the three elements of interest and to shed new light on the trade-offs in application.
Findings
Based on the methodology in Section 4, we present the estimated shortfall and the number of standard deviations for both the P-B and the standard regression methods relative to those obtained from a simple IRA including a two independent sample binomial Z -test of significance for the differences in the hiring proportions discussed in Section 2. We contrast these findings for different levels of the proportion of non-favoured applicants in the applicant pool, different levels of qualifications by favoured status and the uniform use of the qualifications by the employer for selection. Table 6 presents the results for a uniform treatment situation in which the employer placed the same value on the certain qualification for the favoured and non-favoured classes. Table 7 presents the same scenarios as in Table 6 but reduces the weight of having more education or experience for the favoured class to about 1/4 of that for the non-favoured class making it much easier for a favoured class member to be selected. All examples in Tables 6 and 7 use a baseline shortfall of 50 ignoring the applicant's qualification profile and present the resulting shortfall and standard deviations from the three analytical methods. Companion tables A.1 and A.2 presented in the appendix provide the number of standard deviations as measured by the Taylor series approximation for comparison; the results are quite similar. All point estimates in the corresponding cells in these two sets of tables are calculated in the same way, and the different methods only affect the number of standard deviations. The standard deviations are close across the two sets because the asymptotic approximation in Taylor expansion performs quite well with a sample size of 1500 to agree with the standard deviations obtained by Jackknife approach. Furthermore, Tables A.3 and A.4 in the appendix present the findings for applicant pool of 500 from which 100 are selected at a non-favoured shortfall of 15 to show how the results would change with a smaller applicant pool. In Table 6 , in the first major row, we examine the outcomes for the three methods when 25% of the applicant pool come from a non-favoured group. When the non-favoured and the favoured classes have the same average qualification levels, the three analytical methods produce the same shortfall values. The favoured and non-favoured groups are no different on these attributes and therefore the regression analysis is expected to be similar to the IRA analyses. When the qualification levels for the non-favoured class are lower (Column 3), the two regression methods show a lower shortfall than the IRA and higher shortfalls when their qualifications are higher (Column 5). Now contrast the number of standard deviations under each approach. As expected, when the non-favoured class represents the smaller group in the applicant pool, the number of standard deviations under the P-B approach is larger than that obtained from the standard regression, and in some cases, for the IRA. This is due to the fact that the standard regression and the IRA have difficulty measuring the disparity precisely when the affected class is small. In other examples (not shown) at a lower level of prevalence, this effect is even greater and becomes more pronounced at higher shortfall levels, as reflected in the results, when the non-favoured class has a higher level of qualifications. Likewise, when the non-favoured class becomes larger, the P-B method suffers at the higher levels, 60% and 75% non-favoured prevalence with the standard deviations dropping to about half of those from the standard regressions.
With uniform treatment of the qualifications, Table 6 shows the shortfall values to be similar between the two regression methods in most cases until the favoured class becomes relatively small; however, they are not identical when one class has more or less qualifications than the other. We consider that this is due to the correlation between the explanatory factors and the membership in the non-favoured class. In Table 6 if the non-favoured class has a higher or lower level of these factors, the standard regression may not be able to differentiate the gender effect and the qualification effect. Since the P-B method does not measure the non-favoured class affect through a factor, this problem is avoided and we suggest that this explains why the P-B method yields a slightly higher shortfall when the non-favoured class has a higher rate of qualifications and a lower shortfall when they have a lower rate of qualifications. In Pouncy v. Prudential Insurance, 23 discussed in Section 5, the court recognized this problem with a standard regression approach.
In Table 7 , we have introduced a situation in which the favoured class is basically selected at random with little importance given to their qualifications, while the non-favoured class has to meet certain criteria to be selected, which we refer to as a non-uniform treatment of the qualifications. In this situation, the two regression approaches produce estimates closer to the IRA given overall that the qualifications have less of an impact on who is selected. In contrast to Table 6 , the P-B method tends to provide a lower shortfall than the standard regression when the non-favoured class is more qualified. This results from the fact that since the males were not required to possess qualifications, the females do not get credit for having more of something. Some might regard this as disturbing, but as we discuss, if one takes the view that the favoured class did not need these traits to get the job, then the non-favoured class should not either. This can work for or against the non-favoured class depending on their situation.
As an aside, it is possible, while also reflecting a potential discriminatory process, that the employer could value the qualifications for the selection of the favoured class, but not for the nonfavoured class. Such a situation might exist when the favoured class is selected based on a set of criteria, but the non-favoured class is not selected beyond a certain threshold regardless of what credentials they possess. In this state, our results suggest that the P-B method would produce a higher shortfall when the non-favoured class has superior qualifications and a lower shortfall when they are less qualified, being similar to, but more pronounced than the results in Table 6 .
In summary, the results in Tables 6 and 7 suggest from a purely statistical assessment that the P-B method is the preferred approach when the non-favoured class makes up the smaller portion of the applicant pool as the findings clearly demonstrate an improvement in the precision in the estimates to detect potential disparities that might go unnoticed. Furthermore, the P-B method addresses the problem that the employer may not apply or value the qualifications the same way between the classes and when the qualification factors are correlated with the non-favoured factor to violate the uncorrelated covariates assumptions in a standard regression analysis when the classes do not have the same level of traits. While our results show the differences between the two methods to be modest in our limited examples, we suggest that they could become more pronounced in other situations. On the other hand, our results suggest that one should exercise care in the direct application of the P-B method when the non-favoured class makes up the larger portion of the applicant pool as the precision suffers when the non-favoured class prevalence grows above 50%. Specifically, one may wish to compare a separate regression analysis on each class to assess whether the qualifications were valued uniformly (e.g. they had the same influence on being selected for both classes), and if so, one might be comfortable using a standard regression analysis. If the results show differential treatment of the qualifications by class, the specifics of these findings may also suggest a particular methodology; however, we suggest that an additional research is needed to measure disparities when the favoured class is the smaller portion of the applicant pool and when one is concerned with whether the employer valued the qualifications the same way for both classes.
Non-statistical issues and comments from the courts
Assuming one is using a regression analysis to evaluate fairness of the hiring process, the choice of the two methods involves more than the statistical properties of the methods. One must demonstrate that the model used best depicts what happened or should have happened. One can argue against the use of the P-B method in a discriminatory setting because the favoured class receives preferential treatment so that the model for the favoured class does not reflect what would have happened in the absence of discrimination (see Hellerstien & Neumark, 1998) . On the other side, one can argue that while it may be true that one cannot measure what would have happened and therefore one must rely on what was observed for the favoured class and one is assessing whether the non-favoured group is treated differently than the favuored group. In any case, some can argue that a standard regression better reflects how the favoured class would have been treated in the absence of discrimination as it strikes a middle ground in measuring the disparity by averaging the considerations given to the qualifications across both the non-favoured and the favoured classes. Given this controversy, we reviewed a sample of court cases from the 1980s and 1990s that examined these two approaches in measuring discrimination or in other settings to see what the courts said about the two methods.
In the late 1980s case of Ottaviani v. State University of New York, 24 the plaintiffs alleged gender discrimination in setting salaries. The plaintiff's statistical expert prepared a males-only regression and then applied the model as under the P-B approach to the females to determine the difference in the females' actual pay and that predicted by the male-only model. The plaintiff's and the defendant's experts also prepared a standard regression referred to as a total population regression. The plaintiff's expert stated that the males-only regression was superior as it measures what a female would be paid if she were paid the same as a man. In contrast, the total population method measures a woman's salary against the salary for the average person. The court considered these two arguments and viewed the males-only regression to overestimate the female disparities and the total population regression to underestimate them thus suggesting that something in-between the two results might better estimate the true difference.
In Ottaviani, the defendant's expert also highlighted another related concern with the two regression approaches. The defendant's expert testified that the males-only regression is not as accurate as a total population regression because it only accounts for covariates existent in the male population. We suggest that this would be an issue if a trait only applies to the non-favoured class or if the range of values for this trait is quite different between the two classes (e.g. as discussed the males all have between 10 and 20 years of experience and the females all have between 1 and 5 years of experience). In this case, the male-only method would not account for such a situation. In the special case in which only one of the two classes has the given trait (e.g. months taken for family leave when only the females have participated in the program), neither approach will produce a valid estimate. This is due to the fact that in this case the factor itself is confounded with class membership. Further discussion of these issues is provided by Gastwirth (1989) .
A basically neutral view of the two methods appeared at the same time in Marilyn Denny and Leah Stern, Plaintiffs v. Westfield State College. 25 In this case, the defendant used the standard regression approach and the plaintiff the P-B methodology to evaluate gender-based wage disparities. The court noted:
Though both Drs. Ash and Kendall used this basic method, they actually used two different types of regression analysis. Dr. Kendall used what is known as the 'dummy variable' technique whereas Dr. Ash performed 'men only' regressions. Each criticized the other's chosen methodology, but generally agreed that neither approach is demonstrably superior to the other.
In the Pouncy v. the Prudential Insurance Company of America, 26 the court ruled more favourably for the use of the P-B method. In this case, the plaintiff and associated class members claimed that Prudential had discriminated in determining their salaries on the basis of race. The defendant performed a P-B regression analysis, using job level and tenure to model the salaries for whites and then applied the model to blacks. The court indicated:
Thus, defendant's expert avoided another of the pitfalls of the regression analysis enumerated by the Fifth Circuit in James v. Stockham Valves, supra. Developing an equation on the white population and then applying it to the black population precludes the possibility of developing an equation that incorporates a race-related variable to the disadvantage of Blacks. Defendant's expert's formula thereby determined what salary value defendant attached to a particular job level and tenure for white employees (a group in which racial bias cannot exist) and thereupon determined to what extent black employees in the same job level and with the same tenure obtained the same salary.
Since the results from the P-B approach did not result in a statistically significant salary differential, the court ruled for the defendant that Prudential's salary practices did not unfavourably impact the class. The interesting fact here is that the court picked up on the potential problems associated with a standard regression when the race factor is correlated with the pay covariates. 25 Marilyn Denny and Leah Stern, Plaintiffs v. Westfield State College, et al., Defendants. Catherine Dower, Plaintiff v. Westfield State College, et al., Defendants. Civ. A. Nos. 78-2235-F, 78-3068-F. United States District Court, D. Massachusetts. May 12, 1987. 26 See supra n. 23.
A more recent (1996) (1997) (1998) case also supports the use of the P-B method in determining the back-pay in light of wage discrimination. In Reynolds v. Alabama Department of Transportation, 27 the court reviewed two proposed back-pay approaches with the goal of determining what the class members would have been paid in the absence of discrimination. Under the first method, the analyst included a race coefficient in a model fit to employees of all races following the standard regression methodology. The first analyst then computed the expected pay of the affected class by erroneously including the negative race differential. The second analyst used the model from the first but added rather than subtracted the race differential erroneously. Both the analytical experts failed to see the problems in their approaches, and the court had to come to the rescue. The court argued that the approach that would best accomplish this objective would be to prepare a regression analysis using only the whites in the database and then to apply this model to the affected classes to obtain their expected pay giving an example with years of service and education as factors. As stated:
The court should not be understood to have decided the actual components of the equation; it has not. Rather the court is demonstrating the construction of the equation. . .. Because the department did not discriminate against white employees, only the salaries of the whites will be used to calculate the base salary and value of each term in the equation. 28 
Closing remarks
While we did not find extensive discussion on the use of the P-B method compared to a standard regression approach in the courts, the P-B method appears at this time to be a viable option or at least one that can be used with the standard method to produce an upper and lower bound for the disparity. With the advent of new computer techniques for measuring the precision in the estimate, this method can now be applied and studied in hiring discrimination cases. Our results demonstrate that in contrast to a standard regression analysis, the method will effectively account for a situation in which the employer applies a differential standard to the favoured and non-favoured classes in the consideration of the applicant's qualifications. The P-B method also directly accounts for problems arising from the use of factors that may be correlated with the non-favoured class status. We found the P-B method to yield a higher degree of statistical precision when the non-favoured class represents the smaller portion of the applicant pool, but that care needs to be exercised when the nonfavoured class makes up the majority of applicants. In conjunction, we discussed potential problems associated with a reverse application of the P-B methodology when the non-favoured class is the majority class, but we suggest that further study is warranted to fully evaluate this option (also see Gray, 1993) . With all approaches, analysts must identify which employees or applicants to study and the factors to be considered. They must also consider the effects of measurement and processing errors and review the diagnostics of the analytical methods selected. More importantly, they must be able to use the numbers to tell the story in an easily understandable manner as noted by Gray (1993) and Dempster (1988) . We recommend that further research to adapt these regression techniques or to find new methods to deal with the issues discussed and to extend the study of these methods to a greater range of scenarios and to specific case examples. 29 Using a Taylor series approximation estimation procedure as opposed to the jackknife resampling method presented in companion tables 6 and 7. The Taylor approximation formula for the variance of the P-B sum estimator is as follows:
h=1p 2h (1 −p 2h )x 2h . For the n 2• subjects in the non-favoured group, the respective estimated selection probability isp 2h for the h = 1, . . ., n 2• applicants, which is calculated by multiplying its subject-specific covariate vector x 2h with the regression coefficient vector (β 1 ), estimated from a logistic model fitted to the favoured group, n 1• . To be more specific,p 2h = exp(β 1 x 2h )/[1 + exp(β 1 x 2h )]. Then n 2• h=1p 2h is the sum of P-B predictions for all n 2• non-favoured subjects. And V (β 1 ) denotes the variance-covariance matrix ofβ i , which is obtained in the logistic regression on the n 1• favoured subjects. A good reference for this variance estimator is Graubard et al. (2005) . 
